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DEAR MR. PATEL: Congratulations. You have qualified, and
now you are going back to your own country. Home. To your
family, to your friends, back to the places filled with childhood
memories. You are a qualified man, a graduate, and how proud
your family must be. I am sure there will be a very big crowd at
the airport, and garlands of flowers and speeches of welcome.
There will be the drive back to town, the big reception, and then
afterwards the settling down to hard work and a career.

Let me come to the point straightaway.
It is years since you left the country, and Independence was

still an illusion, a dream of the African people, imprisoned like
their leaders. The whites were in command, and you as an Indian
enjoyed many of their privileges. You were at least a second class
citizen, if not a first, though I think that at times some of the
Indians thought that they were first class subjects also. I am
writing to you Mr. Patel, so that you will understand the country
better when you do get there, and what is more important, you
will I hope, realise your position and place and what that position
and place demands from you.

You see the idea of an African Prime Minister was so alien
ten years ago that a lot of people have not woken up to it, and in
this respect I feel that your community is also guilty. Now, please,
do not misunderstand me. I do not want you to shut your duka
every time the Prime Minister passes through town. That would
be ridiculous. After all the dukas are there for a purpose, just as
a Prime Minister is for a purpose. And the dukas have playe~ a
great part in the past, and still have a great part to play: they do
still provide the best link between the manufacturers and whole
salers from all over the world and the people in the country. I
know that your parents and others came from strange sounding
villages like Bardoli and Sachin to settle in even as strange sound
ing places in East Africa. But they came, and worked hard, and
built up good businesses, and with that came the good house, and
the mosques, and the temples, and the schools, and the clubs, but
sad as it is these were Indian houses, and clubs, and schools, and
so you went to the Indian schools, and played with other Indian
children, and went to Indian film shows, and to Indian weddings,
and to Indian funerals, in Indian cemeteries.

Now, please do not misunderstand me. I do not deny your
right to your religion, and to your culture, your way of life, your
curries, or your colourful dress. What I am going to deny is the need
to regard yourself as second class, or third class, or any class except
class one. What I am going to deny is your right to call yourself
Indian first and African after that, and that also only so as to enable
you to obtain a passport. Since you were born in Africa you have
as much an African birthright as the other two hundred million
Africans.

But a right also means a responsibility, and for you this must
mean even a greater burden, for you are an educated Indian, unlike
your parents, who did not have the opportunities that you have had.
And we need you, Mr. Patel, but as an African, not as an Indian, to
bring about better conditions for all the people.

So when you get back you will notice the many changes, but
what is more important, you will also see the nostalgic hankering
for the past. And your work must begin amongst your family, and
amongst the other Indians. You, as an Educated Person, will have
to bring about that change. You will have to be.an African, belong
to African clubs, send your children to African schools, do business
with Africans, go into business partnership with other Africans. In
other words live and work with other Africans, whatever their origin,
whatever their colour, or customs. After all you must remember,
Mr. Patel, that your parents just lived in another part of India situ
ated in Africa. That will no longer do Mr. Pate!' That will not do.

I do not envisage that all these changes will take place in a
single day, or a week, or a month. It is going to be a long time
before you, and I, and all the others catch up on half a century's
neglect. But the goodwill is still there, and the hope is still there.
And as long as that goodwill and as long as that hope remains, and
as long as people like you are willing to take up that challenge, and
make the necessary sacrifices, make the necessary changes, there is
a chance for a better Africa for all of us.

. Otherwise Mr. Patel it might be better if you change your
ticket to Bombay and go back to the place where your parents
came from, for there will b~ no place for you in Africa. Good
Luck. Yours hopefully, AN AFRICAN.

DEAR MR. PATEL; Yes, there was an apparent contradiction in
signing my letter"An African" and at the same time including
"and I" in the penultimate paragraph. A simple solution to the
problem would have been to have deleted "and I" but this would
not in any way have eliminated my own particular problem as a
South African Indian in trying to identify myself with the aspira
tions of the Africans in South and East Africa. Thus the apparent
contradiction.

In a world of racial and national consciousness one is seldom
allowed to forget one's exact classification:

PLEASE LABEL CLEARLY
Wherever one turns
One is faced with being
A South African coloured
Or British Black:
Labelled like some lozenge
In a paint-box tin.

Yep, them that died in Belsen .
Left no yellow scar

Being an Indian I can hardly, as you say, escape from the
historical charge of neglecting the problem of promoting some
form of racial understanding between the Africans and the Indians
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living in Africa. One can easily excuse this neglect and indiff~rence

to differences in culture, or better still blame it on to the class-o

and racially-conscious colonial system imposed from Whitehall.
In this context mention may be made that the colour bar, as we
know it now, is a by-product of that colonial empire, in Africa, in
the southern states in America, and in the white Australia policy.
Apartheid only formalised an existing situation in the case of
South Africa. But that is another subject.

The problem I am facing now is that of being an African
Indian, and trying to forge some links between the two races.
This' you and I must do, not because it is "not nice" to be exclu
sive but because the very survival of the Indians in East Africa, and
perhaps at some later- stage in Southern Africa, depend on accept
ing, first the African rule and secondly the implications of the
changed status of the African. Only by working within this new
system of values can the Indian survive.

One can examine the plight of the Kenyan Indians in the
light of the historical neglect. One can be smug and say that "they
had it coming". But it does not alter the fact the present situation
repre·gents personal tragedies for many thousands of Indians. In
times of economic or political difficulties it is always tempting
for an ambitious and/or unscrupulous politician to channel public
resentment and frustration against an easily identifiable minority
group. One does not need to go through the whole history of anti
semitism to understand the extent of possible violence against a
minority group. Such things are always possible irrespective of
the identity of the majority group. The Indians in Africa are a
very easily identifiable group, and one can recall the anger and the
vehemence with which the African frustration erupted against the
Indians in Durban some twenty years ago.

Being ~ware of the problem results in a search of the possible
solutions, and this is where all you graduate Mr. Patels can play
significant roles not only as Indians but also as Africans.

Job discrimination is, I agree, deplorable but it must be viewed
as a back-lash of the colonial system. It does not require any special
skill to stamp a passport or to issue stamps, and the mistake was
made in employing Indians in these ocapacities instead of training
and using local African labour. This has happened and any protest
abroad now is futile. But burning an Indian shop is a real public
manifestation of that resentment and anger. The Indians in Kenya
will have to accept more and more job discrimination in spite of
what the local politicans might say. The hope lies in accepting the
new situation and adapting and changing to meet this new challenge.

Which is why I suggested that you either change your ticket
to Bombay in spite of what the Indian government might say, or
find a new place for yourself in Africa, by making the necessary
sacrifices and accepting the essential changes. You and your family
could emigrate to wherever else is. possible, perhaps to Canada. But
do not make the mistake of living again in exclusive inward-I09king
groups. Wherever you go, you will have to accept that a minority,
anywhere and everywhere and always, is liable and susceptible to
violence and discrimination, in spite of all the goodwill and hopes
of good men and women. Good luck again, Your, AN AFRICAN.

A line must be drawn somewhere

And when with his bathroom towel
Thrown over his morning shoulder,
God leaves his dawn-deserted door
For the invisible path that leads
To the rising sun's river-sea,
I shall step into his way, and
Plant my one one-quarter feet
Firmly upon the feeble earth,
I shall weep the hell-world out
Of my inside and thereafter shout:
Someone has stolen away
My great grandmother's bones!

Let human beings be human beings again.
Let human beings be human beings again.
Let human beings be human beings again.

When God's own ghost unhairs my skull,
While the silent sky unto all this a witness is,
I shall beg the trotting toad to teach my hide
How to tiptoe against the tide in the serpent's hiss,
When God himself disarms nlY arm,
While the wild wind unto all this a witness is
I shall resume the song that tames the charm'
In the python's poison and the maiden's kiss.

When the white tender clouds
In the sun-saluted sky above
Cake up into a pity-pawned piece
Of charcoal darker than darkness,
DescendO God! descend 0 God!
Upon mammalian jungle-dungeon
And help your disciples to teach
Me to forget the very things
I ought not to forget:

Breathing, thinking and dreaming.

Descend 0 God! descend 0 God!
To the echo-wail-boom and music of
The Dodonpo and the Odono
And the festive Buntim Obonu,
Break through the Zaana zone
Of the light eleven light years.
Descend 0 God! descend 0 God!
Someone has stolen away
My great grandmother's bones!

Let human beings be human beings again.
Let human beings be human beings again.
Let human beings be human beings again.

* [Modzawe: an Akan-Ga word meaning ~blood-place'where in the past
the Gas' important decisions were taken and social criminals beheaded.]


